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< The charming village of Zermatt in the Swiss Valais canton
hosted the 6th annual economic meeting that bears its name,
the Zermatt Summit, from September 8–10 this year.
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An economic summit testifying
to the «thousands of silent
revolutions» currently unfolding.

A summit inspiring us to act
and to break with the prevailing
«psychosis of pessimism».
«With a new vision of the economy, there are abundant
solutions around us that are capable of creating new
activities, new businesses and new jobs in a creative and
environmentally respectful manner.»
CHRISTOPHER WASSERMAN
President of the Zermatt Summit Foundation
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Nearly 120 participants – business leaders, researchers, economists, lawyers, legislators, but also
philosophers and religious figures – were present for
these two full days of lectures and debates, as well
as participating in workshop discussions with the
speakers, all of a very high level, such as Guibert Del
Marmol, Gunter Pauli, Navi Radjou, Tomás Sedlácek
or Jean-Philippe Desbiolles.
Since the 1st edition in 2010, almost 1000 people
from 45 countries have participated in the Zermatt
Summit.
As its subtitle indicates, the 2017 Zermatt Summit
was concerned with innovation, with very concrete
examples being provided by the various conference speakers and round table participants: firstly
regarding technological innovation and its long-term
aspects, then moving on to managerial innovation
and ways of putting men and women back at the
centre of the company and therefore of society,
and finally the innovation represented by artificial
intelligence and robots, with all the questions also
implied for the place of Humanity in an increasingly
«digitized» society.

«Thousands of silent revolutions are
already happening, testifying to the
birth of a new regenerative economy.»
GUIBERT DEL MARMOL

Behind the Zermatt Summit is a public utility foundation based in Switzerland, in the Valais canton.
Its objective is to put the human person back at
the centre of the economy and the company, at the
service of the common good. By common good we
mean all the conditions of society that make it possible for us to live together as individuals or as a group.
Humanizing innovation and globalization, this year’s
theme, has actually been our general topic since the
beginning of the Zermatt Summit. The idea is not
to be an «anti-Davos» or an «anti-Porto Alegre»: we
are not against globalization, but for us it can only
develop successfully by putting the question of the
human person at the centre. We cannot compare
ourselves to the Davos summit: our aim is not business development, but inspiring individuals, companies and organizations to put into practice new ideas
for the benefit of the person and the common good.
With the central idea that behind innovation there is
always a man, a woman, committed and determined
to act.
This is why, in practice, this summit is not only
addressed to the world of business, but also to
members of the scientific community, to thinkers,
artists and politicians. The idea behind the Zermatt
Summit is that every individual can be an agent for
change – as a consumer, as a citizen, as an economic
agent… But it is true that the target group of the
Zermatt Summit above all remains business leaders,
so that the world of business would become a force
for change, a propositional force for the common
good. For if leaders and people in positions of responsibility are convinced of their potential, then they
can change what is happening in their organization,
in their company and therefore in society.
Concretely, going beyond ideas, the Zermatt Summit
Foundation has been the direct inspiration, the
catalyst for different projects that have created jobs
according to new economic models. To mention
something specific and important, we have given
financial support to the NGO «Ashoka», a global

network of social entrepreneurs, for a European-level
project competition in which well-known international companies such as Danone, Merck or SAP took
part. The aim was to create new businesses whose
objectives naturally included economic profitability
but also solving social and environmental problems.
SAP, one of the world leaders in software development for businesses, has subsequently employed
young persons with autism after discovering that
these people, who had been excluded from the
labour market, have above-average capacities for
concentrating and focusing their intelligence. These
persons with autism are now employed as programmers at SAP.
Unfortunately, such ideas and approaches are not
yet sufficiently widespread. We are therefore trying
to be a catalyst for trying to increase the visibility of
companies, organizations and individuals who are
working towards a dynamic and harmonious development of the economy and society, based on the
human dimension.
If one listens to the news around us, what emerges
is the impression of a sort of psychosis of pessimism,
with an inability to act. But in fact there are plenty
of opportunities for moving forward. To speak of
only one of the exciting presentations offered to us
at the 2017 Zermatt Summit, Gunter Pauli brilliantly
demonstrated that with a new vision of the economy
there are abundant solutions around us, capable of
creating new activities, new businesses and new jobs
in a creative and environmentally respectful manner.
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Previous industrial revolutions liberated humankind
from animal power, made mass production possible
and brought digital capabilities to billions of people.

ity. It begins when we allow ourselves to think that
a different kind of economy might be possible. The
real world always departs from our ideal.

Down the centuries, scientific innovation has
changed society, going from the first industrial
revolution, the invention of the press by Johannes
Gutenberg, to the second revolution, the discovery
of the steam engine, to the third, the discovery of the
personal computer and internet in the 20 th century.

It’s time to dream a deeper dream, where a regenerative economy is built around ideals such as fairness,
community, sustainability, benefiting the many rather
than the few, enabling the human person and the
living planet to flourish.

This fourth Industrial revolution is, however, fundamentally different. It is characterized by a range of
new technologies that are fusing the physical, digital
and biological worlds, impacting all disciplines, economies and industries, and even challenging ideas
about what it means to be human.
The resulting shifts and disruptions mean that we
live in a time of great promise and great peril. The
world has the potential to connect billions more
people to digital networks, dramatically improving
the efficiency of organizations and even managing
assets in ways that can help regenerate the natural
environment, potentially undoing the damage of
previous industrial revolutions.
I however believe that all forms of innovation, not
only technology, can be highly beneficial in improving living conditions and enhancing human life, but
we should be aware of the risks inherent in their
implementation.
Together we shall explore innovative economic and
business models based on better access to things
easily shared (the mesh). These new models are
already in development due to the following factors:
recession, pushing us to rethink relationships and
provide meaning, population growth, living in cities,
climate change, distrust of big brands with unethical
behaviour.
But the real revolution begins in the human heart.
Innovation starts with leadership and human ingenu-

CHRISTOPHER WASSERMAN
President of the Zermatt Summit Foundation

The future belongs to
«integral» businesses.

Summary of the first part of the Summit: For certain
observers, our society today is riding on a «runaway
bicycle» that cannot be stopped and is heading
straight for a cliff. This is why some want to stop this
bicycle, advocating degrowth. But the problem is
that if a bicycle suddenly stops at full speed, what is
certain is a serious fall.
Gunter Pauli however showed in his presentation
that it is possible to go «faster and better» in many
areas, while Tomás Sedlácek quoted the words of
a song by Christina Aguilera, «Slow down, baby
and don’t act crazy». Yet there is no contradiction
between these two quotations: the solution is to
accelerate certain things while at the same time
slowing down others.
Various striking ideas can be taken away from the
presentations by Tomás Sedlácek, Gunter Pauli, Navi
Radjou, Guibert del Marmol, Chido Govero and
Kelvin Doe.

– Nature has no dustbin: nothing is lost and nothing
is created.
– It is an inexhaustible source of innovation and
progress, as shown by the biomimetic concept
dear to Gunter Pauli: drawing inspiration from
nature for sustainable innovation.
– Nature functions according to the principle of cycles, and the economy should do the same (cradle
to cradle).
– The modern world must stop thinking in reductionist fashion within its «sectorized silos». What is
needed is lateral thinking, holistic thinking.
– The notion of «hybridization» appeared throughout the presentations: the private sector should
join with the non-private, and profit should be
associated with not-for-profit.
– There is a need to aim for «integral» businesses, i.e.
taking into account all stakeholders: clients, consumers, providers, collaborators, the environment.
And to conclude, we need to learn to do more – and
better – with less.

«The modern world must stop thinking in
reductionist fashion within its «sectorized
silos». What is needed is lateral thinking,
holistic thinking.»
JEAN STAUNE
2017 Zermatt Summit Programme Director
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Essential points from
the round tables.

SATURDAY

9

SEPTEMBER

8

Managerial innovation
Participants: Alexandre Gérard, Hicham El Habti,
Jean-Michel Quéguiner, Arnaud Gangloff, Frederick
Chavalit Tsao; moderator: Guido Palazzo

The social impact of artificial intelligence
Participants: Michael Baeriswyl, Anna Ukhanova,
Jean-Philippe Desbiolles, Elisabeth Moreno, Eric Salobir; moderator: Jean Staune

Freedorm form companies, reinventing organization (organisation Opale), inverted pyramid, energy
liberation… No matter what the name, the speakers
underlined the benefits, in all senses of the word, of
businesses functioning on the basis of trust and freedom, whether SMEs or companies with thousands of
collaborators. But this transformation depends first of
all on employers, and it begins with personal transformation and a positive way of looking at others.

An important question was asked: what would
happen if machines had a certain form of «self- consciousness»? Because the latter would logically not
function like a human mind. Hence the importance
of constructing rules and a «moral environment».
Artificial intelligence is created, used and supervised by men and women, who ask it for intelligent
solutions going beyond human reactions which, it
should be acknowledged, are sometimes irrational.
We can rejoice at the fact that humans are capable
of creating such tools. But as with all technologies,
artificial intelligence will be what we want to make of
it, and all the values that make up our society must
be integrated into the «loop» of their utilization.

SATURDAY

10

SEPTEMBER

What future for the human person faced
by robots?
Participants: Alain Bensoussan, Laurence Devillers,
Pierre Giorgini, Bertrand Vergely; moderator: Jean
Staune
If the personal frames of reference of the speakers
were de facto different by virtue of their professional profiles (e.g. robotics researcher in the case of
Laurence Devillers or philosopher in that of Bertrand
Vergely), it was clear that for the majority of the
participants, using different words, robots are only
machines that will facilitate or carry out tasks currently performed by people. But robots do not have
«super-intelligence», since heuristic analysis, however
high-powered, is not intelligence. And so everything
has to be constructed around the human dimension:
these machines ought not to take over from us. Vigilance remains necessary, the risk being the influence
that these robots can have on vulnerable individuals.

The human person faced by big data: what
new human rights?
Participants: Andy Müller-Maguhn, Gilles Babinet,
Carlos Moreira, Nicolas Buttet, Sébastien Fanti; moderator: Emmanuelle Dancourt
As Sébastien Fanti in particular underlined, big data is
a tool that simplifies and speeds up many decisions,
but the risk is the lack of transparency concerning
the use that can be made of the data. Individuals,
who have become (commercial) «products» within
big data, should be able to give their consent on an
ongoing basis regarding the use of data concerning
them, as it is the possible misuse of data that is problematic. Certain countries allow big data to flourish
uncontrolled, which is inadmissible. But fortunately
new European regulation will arrive in 2018. In addition, recent international developments (in China, but
not only) are showing that the dominant position of
companies such as Facebook or Google is not necessarily set to last, also knowing that certain countries
are in the process of leaving the globalized Internet
or envisage doing so (China, Russia, Argentina).
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TOMÁS SEDLÁCEK:
We have to get out of the monomaniacal economy
in which businesses think they are only there to
make profits.
TOMÁS SEDLÁCEK:
Economists cannot be the judges of what is good or
bad. It isn’t possible to give them such power.
GUNTER PAULI:
The economy should resemble nature and not vice
versa… The green economy benefits the rich, the
blue economy benefits everyone… The economy
should respond to real needs: water, nature, energy,
health and education.
GUNTER PAULI:
Businesses should be sustainable, innovative, they
should outstrip the competition (do better: outcompete) and respond to the basic needs of consumers.
All the projects that I have presented today, which
already function industrially, answer these criteria:
the pig slurry that goes to produce algae themselves
feeding tilapia in fish farming in Fiji, the restoration of
mangrove swamps associated with shrimp production in Indonesia, the production of drinking water in
the Australian desert thanks to growing tomatoes,
the fabrication of paper out of rock in China, etc.
Naturally without forgetting the production of mushrooms rich in nutrients in Africa, grown on paper
waste, an innovation pursued for years now by my
adopted daughter Chido Govero.
NAVI RADJOU:
We need a vision that offers a goal, authenticity
(a wholeness) and the capacity for us to manage
ourselves.
ARNAUD GANGLOFF:
During the round table on managerial innovation
The manager’s role is to cultivate meaning. He must
be a catalyst for meaning, creating bonds and the
pleasure of working together.

NAVI RADJOU:
Frugal innovation, jugaad, is both a philosophy
and a principle: minimizing resources (in terms of
capital, energy, time…) while creating greater value
(economic, social and environmental). It leads to the
frugal economy, which rests on three pillars: sharing,
the culture of the maker, and re-utilization.

JEAN-PHILIPPE DESBIOLLES:
In his presentation «What is the impact of Artificial
Intelligence on companies?»
Thanks to AI, which at IBM means «augmented
intelligence» and not «artificial intelligence», we will
move from a digital native generation to a cognitive
native generation.

GUIBERT DEL MARMOL:
A world is dying, but another one is being born. It
is up to us to construct new models with what is
already at our disposal: the development of what
is local, of the collaborative, functional, circular and
bio-inspired economy. The regenerative economy
is all this. And thousands of silent revolutions are
already underway.

LAURENCE DEVILLERS:
Round table «What future for the human person
faced by robots?»
It is urgent for artificial intelligence researchers to talk
to everyone, because there are too many myths and
fantasies in circulation, amplified by the media and
also by scientists.

ALEXANDRE GÉRARD:
During the round table on managerial innovation
Freedom form company is a healthy epidemic that
responds to the new reality of today’s world. In a
globalized, uncertain and complex world, it gives rise
to an infinite variety of agile, inventive organizations.
It allows for the sharing of information and decisions,
transparency, listening, parity, taking into account
everyone’s ideas and aspirations. Far from mechanistic, vertical and hierarchical logic, it follows the logic
of the living world: interactive, collaborative, benevolent… That of 21st-century democracy.
HICHAM EL HABTI:
During the round table on managerial innovation
How to change successfully? We as general management don’t know how to do so. We have invited our
employees to make us proposals. For this purpose
we have changed all our normal points of reference.
Anyone can define the subject-matter, form teams,
define their own deadline, governing principles. And
there is no steering, as you don’t steer a movement!

BERTRAND VERGELY:
Round table «What future for the human person
faced by robots?»
Everything will go well with intelligent machines if,
first of all, we are doing well with ourselves.
ELISABETH MORENO:
Round table «The social impact of artificial intelligence»
Artificial intelligence can help with taking rational
decisions, because there are still too many irrational
decisions in the world, taken by men.
JEAN-PHILIPPE DESBIOLLES:
Round table «The social impact of artificial intelligence»
The risk is of making people believe that artificial
intelligence is «super-intelligent», whereas these are
still machines that are created, used and supervised
by men and women.
CARLOS MOREIRA:
Round table «The human person faced by big data:
what new human rights?»
Anonymity is a fundamental human right. The human
being cannot become a product.

SÉBASTIEN FANTI:
Round table «The human person faced by big data:
what new human rights?»
We must not be judged solely according to algorithms
and our existence managed by them. Something
must be left that depends on chance or destiny…
FR NICOLAS BUTTET:
Round table «The human person faced by big data:
what new human rights?»
Technology is not neutral: it answers to a logic and
therefore leads those who use it towards a certain
attitude…
GILLES BABINET:
Workshop discussion
All external factors, social and environmental, must
be taken into account in the economic loop.
BERTRAND VERGELY:
During the overall conclusion of the Zermatt Summit
The real question regarding artificial intelligence and
robots is not the relationship of humans to robots,
but humans towards humans.
FR NICOLAS BUTTET:
Overall conclusion of the Zermatt Summit
Two worlds to be built stand before us. A first one
that would be a place of fraternity, of respect for and
tolerance of the other, according to a logic of rapprochement. The second would be built on the logic
of possession, of egoism, and finally on the negation
of what makes the beauty of the human being, thus
threatening to destroy everything… Innovation must
allow the construction of the first of these worlds
and not the other.

To find out more about the persons mentioned: http://www.zermattsummit2017.org/speakers.html
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«Solutions pass via the
human dimension.»

List of book for sell

CHRISTOPHER WASSERMAN
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What are the goals of the Zermatt Summit? There are
three:
– Inspiring economic agents, staying within objective reality while having a genuine vision;
– Connecting people from different worlds, bringing
together experts from complementary fields,
offering them the opportunity to speak in a common language;

PIERRE GIORGINI
«La transition fulgurante: Vers un bouleversement
systémique du monde?» (french)
«La Fulgurante Récréation» (french)
Publisher: Bayard Culture
ANDY MÜLLER-MAGUHN
«Menace sur nos libertés» (french)
Publisher: Robert Laffont
SÉBASTIEN FANTI
«Alcatraz numérique» (french)
Publisher: Xenia Editions

– Empowering to action, helping to reflect and creating debate, but with the aim of taking concrete
action.

GÜNTER PAULI
«L’économie bleue: 10 ans, 100 innovations,
100 millions d’emplois» (french)
«Blue Economy: 10 Years, 100 Innovations,
100 Million Jobs» (english)
Publisher: Caillade Publishing
«Croissance sans limites: Objectif zéro pollution
– Croissance économique et régénération de la
nature» (french)
Publisher: Quintessence

The Zermatt Summit 2017 has clearly been in line
with respecting these objectives, demonstrating
that the solutions for tomorrow’s world pass via the
human dimension.

BERTRAND VERGELY
«La tentation de l’homme-Dieu» (french)
Publisher: Le Passeur
GUIDO PALAZZO
«Responsible management practices for the
21st century» (english)
Publisher: Pearson

INSPIRE

CONNECT

EMPOWER

JEAN STAUNE
«Les clés du futur» (french)
Publisher: Plon

NAVI RADJOU
«L’innovation frugale: Comment faire mieux avec moins»
(french)
«Innovation Jugaad. Redevons ingénieux!» (french)
Publisher: Diateino
«Frugal Innovation: How to do more with less» (english)
Publisher: The Economist; First Trade Paper Edition
«Jugaad Innovation: Think Frugal, Be Flexible, Generate
Breakthrough Growth» (english)
Publisher: Jossey-Bass
TOMÁS SEDLÁCEK
«Economics of Good and Evil» (english)
Publisher: Oxford University Press
«L’économie du bien et du mal. La quête de sens
économique» (french)
Publisher: Editions d’Organisation
ALEXANDRE GÉRARD
«Le patron qui ne voulait plus être chef» (french)
Publisher: Flammarion
GILLES BABINET
«L’ère numérique, un nouvel âge de l’humanité: Cinq
mutations qui vont bouleverser notre vie» (french)
«Big Data, penser l’homme et le monde autrement»
(french)
Publisher: Le Passeur
LAURENCE DEVILLERS
«Des robots et des hommes» (french)
Publisher: Plon
GUIBERT DEL MARMOL
«Sans plus attendre!» (french)
«Tomber plus haut» (french)
«Falling Higher» (english)
Publisher: Ker éditions

Declaration on the Common
Good to Humanize Globalization

WE, THE MEMBERS OF THE ZERMATT SUMMIT
FOUNDATION BOARD*, SIGNATORIES OF THIS
DECLARATION,
AFFIRM that the dignity of the human person
and the inviolability of his/her rights must be the
foundation for relations between the citizens of the
world and that respect for these two principles must
prompt States, other national and international public
authorities, civil society and economic operators to
govern decisions and actions resolutely towards the
Common Good;
POINT OUT that human dignity is the principle from
which all Human Rights stem, and that this principle
is invoked by many Conventions and Universal or
Multilateral Declarations, as well as by many national
Constitutions;
SUPPORT the values of freedom, equality, solidarity,
subsidiarity and respect for creation, and affirm the
necessity of protecting the cultural diversity of
humankind;
ARE CONVINCED that the resolution of the present
crisis depends on greater acceptance of responsibility
and determined commitment by each individual to
promote the Common Good in a spirit of service
and love. This appeal is all the more urgent in that
the great challenges facing humanity are becoming
more threatening;
NOTE that social market economy as well as free
enterprise have enabled humanity to make real
progress and have made goods and services
available to an ever greater number of people;
WOULD LIKE to see an economy driven by the
concern for the Common Good supported by financial
mechanisms at the service of the real economy which
are keen to foster development that respects the
human person, in particular those who are most
vulnerable, and that cares for the natural world and
the ecosystem;

REAFFIRM that the exercise of power is legitimized
by seeking the Common Good, by the humanization
of social life and by respect for fundamental freedom,
in particular freedom of conscience and freedom of
worship;
DEPLORE that exclusive desire for profit and thirst
for power, which is at the root of so much human
drama, hinders the development of the whole man
and of all men to the full;
ENCOURAGE, consequently, each and every person,
particularly those who exercise economic or political
power and who are actively involved in all levels
of society in both the public and private sectors, to
serve the Common Good of the whole human family
with courage and boldness and to actively promote
peace in the world;
RECOMMEND that firm and effective reference be
made as widely and constantly as possible to the
Common Good as the guiding principle for humanity
to commit to regulating its activities with greater
solidarity while considering each person as an end
and not as a means;
PROPOSE to share with all women and men of
good will our reflections on the importance of the
Common Good by virtue of which each one is called
to see his or her own good in the good of others;
and our conviction that, by making the Common
Good the guide for our actions and the criterion for
our decisions, we can individually and collectively work
for civilization and progress while respecting our
human nature and nature generally, with a view to
achieving shared prosperity, sustainable development,
peaceful coexistence and, ultimately, the realization
of our natural and universal aspiration to happiness;
INVITE all women and men of good will to commit
themselves to the Common Good and to the signing
of this Declaration.

*Christopher Wasserman, President, Antonin Pujos, H.I. and R.H. Archduke Rudolf of Austria,
of Hapsburg-Lorraine, Eric Rosenbaum, Father Nicolas Buttet, Jean-René Fournier
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NAVI RADJOU:
Franco-American researcher and Silicon Valley-based
innovation and leadership advisor, speaker at the
Zermatt Summit 2017
The role of the Zermatt Summit is to put human beings back at the centre of the economy, society and
the big issues of tomorrow. This is done practically
through raising awareness over the course of these
two days, showing that humans have unique qualities, skills and abilities, on which we need to draw
in order to build a better world. In other words, it is
neither robots nor artificial intelligence that will build
this better world, but the intrinsically human qualities
that are empathy, generosity, wisdom…
During these two days of activity we really show and
seek to make it known that these qualities exist in
abundance.
MIGUEL GALMES:
SME executive in Chile, former Managing Director
of ISS Services Chile, and Executive Director of the
Corporación Desafio de Humanidad Foundation.
In my country, the Desafio Foundation has set up
«Encounters of worlds»: meetings between companies and NGOs caring for the disadvantaged, for
people in need, those left behind by society, such
as (but not only) the disabled. Our goal is not to find
funding for these NGOs, but to approach all these
people with a horizontal perspective. Because, as
the founder of the L’Arche community Jean Vanier
said: «Going to meet the most fragile opens us up to
accept our own fragility».
These «Encounters of worlds» meetings transform
the managers who participate in them. They lead
them, when they return home to their businesses, to
work to change their environment, to try to build a
better world. I find this spirit at the Zermatt Summit,
and everything I have heard here is very inspiring.

SYLVAIN BONNET:
Founder and president of NL International (France)
In my business, the biggest capital is not my turnover: it is nothing other than the people who are part
of it. At NL International the goal is to reveal what
each person has inside them, and to be able to allow
them to influence and control their future. I found
all this at the Zermatt Summit, and particularly one
thing that I think is essential – how we can protect
the human being and put it back in the centre of
the economy, doing so in such a way that we can
preserve the world that we will leave behind us.
For me, the Zermatt Summit has also meant meetings with the participants, with two or three ideas
exchanged that will have a concrete follow-up.
DOMINIQUE MÉGRET:
Director of Swisscom Ventures
With the emergence of new technologies, there are
new problems that arise, particularly ethical problems, which are really very complex, which require
listening to the views of different people – practitioners and engineers, but also ethicists, people
from civil society – in order to form an opinion. For
managers, it really is a professional duty today to be
well- informed. I think that one cannot be a good
manager without having a global view regarding
subjects as varied as environmental problems or
those related to the digitization of society.
In this respect, this Zermatt Summit, by virtue of its
diversity, has really been excellent. Everything I heard
made me think a lot and will allow me to make
decisions differently.

LUDOVIC TROLLÉ:
Leader of Culture Horizon and Head of Prevention
and Security at Kering
As a business leader, I find it very inspiring to come
here because this Summit truly offers an educational
dimension that makes it possible to understand the
major issues involved in successful management. As
a manager, these days have really been very useful to
me, in order for me to be able to propose something
back home: specific things that will certainly revolutionize our teams…
But this Zermatt Summit did not only address
managerial innovation: ecological and technological
innovation were also studied. These are three worlds
which for the moment do not seem to us to be
related, but it is clear that we will have to do so, as
Gunter Pauli demonstrated very well. Moreover, the
question of benevolence of which we also spoke is
really very absent from the major issues of management, and it was very useful to hear about it here.
I sincerely invite big companies and especially big
business leaders to come to the Zermatt Summit,
where they can nourish their reflection in a concrete
way. The reality is that a business leader is first of all
someone who directs people: he is not only a financial strategist, which is unfortunately often the case
in the reality of large companies.

GILLES POIRIEUX:
President of the French managers’ association EVH
«For business living through and for living women
and men», Managing Director of the companies of
the Sodexho group for 25 years
Being here at the Zermatt Summit is inspiring. It gets
one’s «personal ecology» moving, which then makes
it possible to have an impact where one is active, in
companies or associations. Personally speaking, it
was a joy, especially regarding the theme of artificial
intelligence, which we discussed a great deal: I am
leaving with a happy heart, having met so many men
and women who want to be masters of what must
happen tomorrow, who do not want to depend
«stupidly» on machines, while at the same time
looking for what is best about them. I was also very
touched by the last round table on «Privacy and big
data». It also made me progress in my reflection. I am
leaving enriched, with food for my head, my heart
and my «guts»… Initially I had come above all for
Gunter Pauli, but in the end I also met some hyperinspiring participants and discovered exciting round
tables raising essential issues. I may have gained one
or two years of reading by coming here! Look at my
notes: I have probably 30 or 40 ideas to explore that
will get me going.
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News of the Keynote Speakers.

A reminder of the 2017
Zermatt Summit programme.
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GUNTER PAULI

NAVI RADJOU

FRIDAY

Following on directly from the Zermatt Summit,
Gunter Pauli went to Bordeaux to announce on
September 13th to an audience of several thousand
entrepreneurs that the Italian company Novamont,
of which he is the president, has obtained approval
for a natural molecule derived from the thistle, which
makes it possible to replace RoundupTM.

I am writing a new book called «The Conscious Society» which is due to be released in September 2018.
The idea I am developing here is that it is necessary
to highlight the evolution of awareness that is now
taking place throughout the world, with more and
more people moving from a model of excessive consumerism to a much more inclusive and sustainable
model of economic and social development. This
transition takes place with a maturing of individuals’
awareness, that is to say that they become increasingly aware that they have a role to play in the great
changes to be made in the world in the face of
climatic upheavals, social inequalities, etc. The subtitle
of this book will be «reinventing consumption, work
and lifestyle».

20.00 Welcome address by Christopher Wasserman
20.15 Lecture by Tomás Sedlácek: «Slow down baby and don’t act crazy: Selling growth in order to buy stability.»

The first application will be for vines, and for the
production of this molecule in France, we will be
using either Breton rapeseed or sunflowers from the
south of France. Then I am going to Sydney for the
10 th World Chambers Congress to announce that the
Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Quimper in
Brittany, is the first to promote LiFi (light fidelity) in
the city’s buildings, a French invention which like Wifi
is a wireless communication technique… My objective is to rally a hundred cities to this project.
GUIBERT DEL MARMOL
My current activity is continuing to spread the concept of regenerative economy as widely as possible,
and especially to present it, particularly to young
people, via courses in different universities and presentations both in business schools and companies.
Diffusing this concept is to plant a seed in minds…

08.30
09.15
09.30
10.15
10.30
11.00
11.45
12.00
12.15
13.15
14.45
15.45
16.45
17.00
17.20
19.00

Lecture by Gunter Pauli: «Ecological innovation in practice.»
Format TEDx presentation by Chido Govero: «Orphans teach orphans: will mushrooms save humanity?»
Lecture by Navi Radjou: «Frugal innovation: doing more with less.»
Format TEDx presentation by Kelvin Doe
Networking break
Lecture by Guibert Del Marmol: «The regenerative economy: economy, ecology and meaning.»
Turningpoint
Common theme by Jean Staune
Double parallel workshops led by: Gunter Pauli, Tomás Sedlácek, Navi Radjou, Guibert Del Marmol
Lunch
Double parallel workshops led by: Gunter Pauli, Tomás Sedlácek, Navi Radjou, Guibert Del Marmol
Round table with Alexandre Gérard, Hicham El Habti, Jean-Michel Quéguiner, Arnaud Gangloff, Frederick Chavalit Tsao;
moderator Guido Palazzo: «Managerial innovation»
Format TEDx presentation by Jean-Philippe Desbiolles: «What is the impact of Artificial Intelligence on companies?»
Networking break
Elizabeth Sombart: piano recital
Dinner in Sunnegga looking out on the Matterhorn

SUNDAY
8.30
The Sicilian thistle at the base of the ecological
and sustainable technological innovations
developed by the Novamont company.
>

Even if it is a little early to talk about it, we must
also take an interest in the political and democratic
model. In many countries, admittedly perhaps not
here in Switzerland, this model has reached its logical
limits, and people are disillusioned. What is true for
new organizational models that are more human,
more open, more participatory, ought perhaps to be
applicable to the political world. And I must say that
here at the Zermatt Summit there were extremely
enthusiastic and interesting meetings with people
from the political world.

By «individuals» I mean not only decision-makers
but also basic consumers. A consumer can become
a «consum’actor»: a citizen can become an engaged
citizen. Anyone can actually become a co-creator
and co-build this new, conscious, inclusive and sustainable society.

SATURDAY

9.30
10.30
11.00
12.00
12.15
12.30
13.15
14.00

Round table with Alain Bensoussan, Laurence Devillers, Pierre Giorgini, Bertrand Vergely; moderator Jean Staune:
«What future for the human person faced by robots?»
Round table with Michael Baeriswyl, Anna Ukhanova, Jean-Philippe Desbiolles, Elisabeth Moreno, Eric Salobir;
moderator Jean Staune: «The social impact of artificial intelligence.»
Networking break
Round table with Andy Müller-Maguhn, Gilles Babinet, Carlos Moreira, Nicolas Buttet, Sébastien Fanti;
moderator Emmanuelle Dancourt: «The human person faced by big data: what new human rights?»
Turningpoint
Conclusion with Fr Nicolas Buttet, Bertrand Vergely, Christopher Wasserman: «What humanity do we want?»
Double parallel workshops led by Gilles Babinet, Jean-Philippe Desbiolles, Pierre Giorgini, Bertrand Vergely
Double parallel workshops led by Gilles Babinet, Jean-Philippe Desbiolles, Pierre Giorgini, Bertrand Vergely, A. Müller-Maguhn
End of the conference. Lunch
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